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This study used a qualitative textual analysis to examine several online and magazine advertisements that portray mobile devices-in-use as tools of identity performance, presenting the individual to the world, and tools of social and cultural mobility, presenting the world to the individual. The paper, which considers the contexts of the Nokia company and postmodern advertising, critiques the limited commercial vision of the company’s marketing narratives and mobile technologies.
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Like newspapers, radio, automobiles, home appliances, television, and others, the computer-internet apparatus has come to be an important technology of regulation in many people’s lives with regard to daily tasks like record keeping, interpersonal communication, interaction and access to digital cultural objects, various imaging practices, financial transactions, shopping, creative and artistic endeavors, many forms of work—and the list goes on and on. Mobile information and communication technologies (MICTs), such as cell phones and other mobile “hybrid” devices, function in many ways as technologies of mobile regulation as one of the links between humans and information machines (Poster, 2006). Mobiles are mediators between the isolated individual and her world, facilitating and regulating a wide assortment of everyday interactions with people and things. Bodies and subjects are disciplined in the Foucauldian sense within the ubiquitous apparatus producing new relations with and ways of knowing the world and the people, places, and things in it. The architectures of what we may call “the mobile world,” in which bodies and subjects are increasingly inscribed, are furthermore directly productive for the networked control society, which surveils and regulates individuals as laborers, consumers, and observers of the state security apparatus.

This paper looks at online and magazine advertisements that portray mobile devices-in-use to explore some of their broader cultural narratives. The analysis examines commercial mobile narratives¹ that envision MICTs as (1) tools of identity performance, presenting the individual to the world, and (2) tools of social and cultural mobility, presenting the world to the individual. In other words, mobiles are portrayed as allowing experiences of the world to flow both ways, to and from the connected individual. The experience of others flows in to the user through conversations, digital pop culture, and information. Experience flows out from the individual to others as presentations of self via social interaction and customizable features like ringtones. The paper also argues that the “mobile world” is a classist narrative, which offers false agency in the guise of the regulatory regimes that MICTs are actually extending largely for the benefit of corporate interests, as opposed to public, individual, or group interests. These narratives construct a vision of the mobile world that is full of heterogeneous experiences for advanced users, pop culture experiences that can come at a high price. Mobiles are also shown to offer participation with culture and society, but at a limited scale and scope. Many forms of creative cultural, social, and political communication are written out of the narratives and technological innovations of this mobile world. Downstream innovation processes, such as product design and marketing, by corporate giants like Nokia play a vital role in deciding which technologies are available, how people come to make meaning about them, and how people use them. As Harmas and Kellner (2003) argue, “advertising should be seen as an indispensable force in the reproduction of consumer capitalism and in the maintenance of capitalist hegemony” (para. 4). This paper should be of interest not only to scholars of communication technologies, popular cultural, and advertising, but also to those interested in the potential and actuality of new media technologies to facilitate many modes of communication and cultural consumption, some even beyond the ever encroaching commercial realm.

¹ The term “mobile narrative” refers to the stories about MICTs expressed in cultural representations. Each representation offers its own narrative, which in turn references other contemporary and long-standing narratives. In this way, mobile narratives are a dense patchwork of intertextual meanings, incorporating many ideas about the mobility and agency supposedly afforded by mobile information and communication technologies.
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Mobile Studies and Theories

In the social sciences, a large percentage of research on mobile phones has explored the social uses of mobiles by user groups such as families, teens (e.g., Oksman and Turtiainen, 2004), and ethnic groups (e.g., Leonardi, 2003) in select regions (see Katz, 1999; Katz, J. & Aakhus, M. 2000; Katz et. al., 2003). Many small social groups have developed unique social uses of mobile devices that are not necessarily advocated or foreseen by corporate interests. Not surprisingly, many of these studies have also shown that there are regional and national differences in how mobiles are used, which are due not only to cultural differences, but also to differences in product/feature designs and governmental policies.

Some recent studies have considered how mobile use is caught up in identity development and self-expression. To examine mobiles as fashion accessories, Katz and Sugiyama (2006) surveyed students in the USA and Japan. They conclude that, “young people use the mobile phone as a way of expressing their sense of self and perceive others through a ‘fashion’ lens” (p. 281). Another study observed how teens use mobiles within processes of identity making through public performance, working “as a social grammar through which people are supposed to define themselves and those around them” (Caronia and Caron, 2004, p. 28). Tutt (2005) looks at mobile performances within the domestic realm of family interaction. Other studies have considered how mobiles’ “spatial-temporal recomposition of the context in which actions take place” alters self-identity and behavior (García-Montes, Caballero-Muñoz, Perez-Alvarez, 2006).

Although a consistent stream of critical scholarship has emerged to critique the positivist narratives of technological progress and utopia that corporations, governments, the press, and the academy have propagated, often within popular culture, to make meaning of new media technologies since the popularization of the Internet (e.g., Barney, 2000; Berland, 2000; Coyne, 2001; Hayles, 1999; Herman & Swiss, 2000; Hillis, 1999, Kling, 1996; Nye, 1997; Poster, 2006; Robins & Webster, 1999; Smith & Marx, 1994), most of these volumes do not offer any substantial focus on MICTs. A few studies have applied qualitative textual analysis within critical studies of mobile advertisements (see also Andrejevic, 2003). One example is Churchill and Wakeford (2001) who studied business-oriented ads from in-flight magazines. They identify several interrelated features of the domestication of mobile devices into the domain of the mobile worker (p. 163). Mobile workers are narrativized as requiring a great deal of control over daily activities, and this “control comes from the user in a specific alliance with the device” (p. 163). They note that devices are not given equal status, but rather support and extend the isolated and highly effective mobile individual, allowing for detailed regulation of both information and the worker herself.

Myerson (2001) takes a humanities and theoretical-based approach to critiquing some of the narratives and applications of the mobile phone by way of Heidegger’s philosophies of being-in-the-world and Habermas’ theory of communicative rationality. For both of these well-known thinkers the essence and goal of human communication is the achievement of shared meaning. Myerson argues, therefore, that a society, which increasingly values communication, experience, and being-at-2

This hype comes not only from the corporate interests in developing commercial markets for their products and government initiatives to create technology savvy consumers and workers, but is also based on the long standing progress myth of technology, which has its roots in the Enlightenment and the industrial revolution.
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a-distance, is actually detaching itself from possibilities for authentic human communication. In the narratives of the digital age, communication is conceptualized as the transmission of information; it is no longer often thought of as attempting to achieve shared meanings.

A new conception of everyday life is being sketched, and at the heart of this new conception is the new concept of communication. The mobilising of communication turns out to be the precursor, the necessary precondition, for this larger mobilisation of the everyday. This “m” stands for a new order of everyday life: faster, neater, sharper…There will, if the “m” is the future, be no idea of communication distinct from the idea of commerce. To communicate will mean the same thing as to exchange money. The two activities will simply be merged.

(p. 62-63)

In a world that communicates increasingly via commercial pay-per use networks, one’s ability to communicate is tied to and understood within financial terms: “How much is this conversation costing me?”

Like Myerson, several scholars have sought to understand everyday life as the domain where people encounter and live social discourses, especially since the work of Lefebvre, de Certeau, Foucault and others. Grossberg (1993) offers the concept of disciplined mobilization, which articulates how social power, knowledge, and a call to consume helps to regulates life in the industrialized world on the level one’s everyday passage through the cultural-commercial ecosystem. Disciplined mobilization describes the ongoing transformation of everyday life to a closed environment where people are increasingly enclosed within the bubble of their individual concerns, are connected to the rest of the world through technology yet operating in venues where the political has been largely banished. Marketing campaigns for mobile lifestyles are part of a disciplined mobilization articulated to an underlying belief that technology will solve problems that politics has not. To a consuming public encouraged by mass media to view political life as filled with fraud and deception, commercial visions of the mobile world promise technologically-enhanced agency in everyday life via specific services and hardware to impart such regulation (Hillis, 2003).

Methods

The analysis below pulls from a qualitative study of select multimedia, still image, and text-only representations found on Nokia.com from April 2002 to March 2004. The majority of these marketing representations were still on the site as late as the end of 2005. The study integrated several forms of textual and semiotics analysis to conduct a close reading of select representations found on the site that envision the roll of mobile phones in users’ everyday lives.

Selection of texts. Popular culture today is replete with representations of mobile devices. Nokia was selected for analysis in this study due to (1) the company’s focus on marketing, (2) the variety of rich media on its web site, and (3) the fact that the company has worked in tandem with the European Union to develop ideal technologies and ideal users to actualize a profitable “mobile information society.” Nokia’s emergence as the world’s largest cell phone manufacturer was achieved in part due to its focus on consumer lifestyle through product and marketing innovation. The company adapted Geoffrey Moore’s theories of technology-adoption life cycles in the early 1990s to research and develop product designs and subsequent marketing campaigns aimed at target demographic groups such as “trendsetters,” “high-flyers,” “poseurs” and “social contact seekers” (Steinbock, 2001, p. 279). Market segmentation studies led the company to concentrate on
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downstream issues, such as product design/aesthetics and global market segmentation, rather than upstream product homogenization, which was the strategy of Nokia’s primary competitors. Some of the company’s downstream innovations included heavy lifestyle marketing campaigns, artistic removable faceplates for certain models, nearly monthly rollouts of new models, and several new multi-model product categories with a focus on breakthrough models with advanced features and stylish designs.

Nokia.com is an interesting locus for research because it includes many interactive multimedia representations, which as a genre has only recently been the subject of critical study. Nokia’s ideal mobile users, who are featured as characters in the many visual marketing representations on the site, are presented as enjoying enhanced everyday experiences via Nokia handsets designed to facilitate their particular lifestyles. In the analysis section below, several ads that portray mobiles as tools of identity performance are examined first, followed by an interactive multimedia interface that narrativizes MICTs as tools of social and cultural mobility. An analysis of an ad from a popular magazine is also included in the first section, and another non-Nokia ad is discussed in the conclusion to illustrate the near ubiquity of mobile narratives as they move around the pop media ecosystem.

**Textual analysis.** As a guide for qualitative textual analysis of visual media, I have drawn from several sources including Rose (2001), Alasuutari (1995), Parker (1999), and Lehtonen (2000). Rose discusses three issues often taken into consideration in textual analyses: (a) the importance of suspending preconceived judgments during analysis, (b) contradictions and assumptions/truth claims within text or images should be considered as possible discursive productions, and (3) constructions of social difference can also be analyzed. For Alasuutari, when trying to explore the discursive orientation of a text, “the object is always to detect paradoxes within the material” (p. 134). Several general guidelines for the textual analysis, based on the suggestions of these authors and from the literature on discourse analysis and semiotics, were developed for this study. These guidelines included the identification of key terms, analogies, metaphors, and umbrella concepts with attention to how they are used, in what contexts, and what their meaning is in each context; *looking for cross-textuality among selected texts*, paying attention to how key terms and metaphors change, alter, or stay the same in the different texts that are analyzed; *looking for cross-textuality between selected texts and other cultural texts* such as movies, television, or other advertising campaigns for mobile phones; and finally, *paying attention to the visual semantics of each text* to consider how design biases certain user experiences, convey possible meanings, remediate older visual media forms, or make cultural references.

**Textual Analysis of Selected Ads**

**Nokia.com.** The current version of Nokia.com directs users to sites that are country and region specific, but tend to be similar. During the initial study upon which this paper is partially based (sampling of texts took place between 2002 and 2004), Nokia.com was the principle site for all of English-speaking Europe. Both prior and current versions of the site have extensive sub-sites for each of Nokia’s phone models, which narrativize a particular lifestyle associated with the combination of features unique to each model (e.g., embedded still-image and/or video camera, text and MMS messaging, world-roaming, custom ringtones, etc). Many of the marketing representations for the handsets are the same or similar – often with some of the same images and multimedia – across many of the country-specific sites.

The mobile users characterized on Nokia’s handset sub-sites come in a variety of genders, races (sometimes with discernible signs of ethnicity), and lifestyles. However, the range
of class portrayals is not so diverse. Almost all of the mobile individuals portrayed on the Nokia sites are middle and upper-middle class. At least three distinct levels of mobile users are depicted. The top level is the business class of users. The executive class is shown as needing the latest, most advanced gadgets to stay ahead of competitors and to be always connected to the workplace and the information network. New technologies are often first designed for the perceived needs of the corporate market, since many corporations spend a lot of money on the latest gadgets in hopes of increasing employee efficiency (Schiller, 1984). The next level down is the upper middle class movers and shakers. These are often urban sophisticates and globetrotters commonly portrayed using cell phones with advanced imaging capabilities (taking digital stills and videos, and sending/receiving images and/or videos as messages) and web browsers. As shown in the second analysis section below, the “eye to eye” multimedia interface for the 7250 model, these mobile users are depicted as using advanced handsets to extend their communicative agency and experiences of the world within their consumer lifestyles (i.e., social and cultural mobility).

Nokia’s low-end phones tend to offer possibilities for identity performance via customizable ringtones, wallpapers, and faceplates, as well as telephony, but not much else. They are targeted for the lowest level of mobile users who are represented by the male and female characters of one of the texts discussed in the first analysis section below, Nokia.com’s interactive interface for its 3510i handset.

---

3 The range of sexualities depicted is also mostly limited to heterosexual stereotypes.

4 More colorful characters tend to be cast in ads for low-end models. Perhaps the reasoning is that there are sizable non-white, middle class, youth populations in many areas containing potential buyers of high-tech “urban wearables,” and that young white kids (urban and suburb) are ravenous consumers of pop culture representations that insinuate black=hipster, hip=cool. The use of young, non-white, urban hipster characters is thus not always a case of tokenism (though it is in some cases) but is instead part of these corporations’ calculated demographic and lifestyle marketing strategies.

5 Over time, certain “advanced” features tend to trickle down from high-end to low-end models. For example, a few years ago, only high-end handsets had built-in cameras. Today most new phones have this feature, with high-end phones sporting higher-quality cameras with more features.
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Mobile experiences and performances. In many mobile marketing messages, handsets, especially those with advanced features, are presented as an avenue of expression for postmodern identity, allowing for multiple aspects of self identification to be displayed through static signs, such as custom wallpaper, to personal media, like photos or videos taken with one's mobile. Hence, the handset is presented as the base unit for mobile identity construction and performance. It is an icon for one’s identity of the moment (more so than one’s lifestyle). It is a mobile mini me. Take for example the three characters of Nokia.com’s interactive multimedia interface for the 3510i handset who are shown above in Figure 1. Each of the four scenes featured within the 3510i interface depicts a user’s phone with personalized faceplate and screen wallpaper as well as a picture that supposedly encapsulates what the personalized handset signifies: the user’s identity. For example, the bearded man in the second scene (top of Figure 1) identifies as a man who “Likes Girls” and presents a particular style of masculinity and sexuality.
His phone has a pink faceplate with an illustrated puckered-kiss image for the screen wallpaper. The visuals of the accompanying picture of the user portrays his idealized identity as a pimpish “lady’s man.” A part of the interface allows web visitors to practice customizing the 3510i handset by selecting from a variety of faceplates, wallpapers, and ringtones just like the three imaginary users presented by the interface have supposedly done.

Although the portrayal of the 3510i interface’s characters seem perhaps intentionally over-the-top, its racist and sexist narratives are no less apparent or innocuous. The central theme of the interface, “express what you like,” downplays the racist depictions of the “Stripes” section, for example, as if the say “so this black person likes stripes. What’s the big deal?” Indeed, the fantasy-scape portrays this character as someone who perhaps frequently dresses in tiger prints. But the jungle-themed text certainly offers a comment on Blackness that comes through via the acknowledgement that all of the pictures on the interface are signifying these users’ inner desires, fantasies, and visions of themselves. Thus, this black woman’s essence – where/how she feels most at home and comfortable – is presented as being black and back in the jungle. What makes this text even more problematic is the inseparable conflation in the text of race, gender, and sexuality. The tiger-striped bikini and tight pants code this female character as possessing a wild, untamed sexual drive. This drive is not hidden, but exhibited for the pleasure of others, as further illustrated by the sexualized language, “Grrr!...How did you like that?...Stripes are grrreat!” In a way, the customized handset icon helps to obfuscate the intensity of this meaning-loaded text. By itself the handset with faceplate and wallpaper perhaps does not provide as many signs to deconstruct. It may represent one’s identity, but it also presents a barrier to one’s more intimate inner-self. People looking at this mobile could interpret the faceplate and wallpaper in a number of different ways, which is supposed to be part of the fun. The juxtaposition of the handset next to the fantasy-image also serves to divert attention from its content, which plays on stereotypes of black female sexuality. The handset is real. The picture is not. It is just a fantasy based on the user’s personal choice of how to express her identity.

A late-night pick-up scene is similarly downplayed as an ageless and fun gendered mating ritual in a Nokia ad that appeared in Rolling Stone Magazine (June 12, 2002). The ad stresses the handset’s ability to allow users to express gendered identity through the act of communication via both images and text messages anytime, anywhere. It presents several pictures of young adult men and women at a bar, which were supposedly snapped by someone using the built-in camera of a 3650. A caption above the pictures reads, “Hottie coming your way.” A caption below the pictures reads, “The new babe alert.” Mobile-mediated communication is shown here to be seamless. The technology melds easily with gendered behavior by mediating it, providing visual evidence to extend the pleasure of male bonding to the more permanent realm of image where the male gaze can linger on the now captured, and thus controlled, female bodies. The mobile becomes yet another technology of pleasure through the carnal density (Williams, L., 1998, 1995) of the interface and the way in which it mediates experience, bringing the immediate past into the visual regime of the screen, where the gaze can not only linger without social repercussion, but can also control and interact with the image. For such experiences to be ultimately pleasurable and immediately extending a sense of agency, the device must negotiate a delicate balance of seamless and easy use, aspects of control and interaction, and hypermediated visual appeal, thereby remediating and extending the gendered visual practices of other media like the web, television, and film.
Beyond the trope of *man-and-his-technology*, this ad targets young, middle-class men as videogame users. “The new babe alert” is portrayed as a variant on the old mating game myth, and actual modern western social practices, made possible by mobile technology. But the game has its limits. Imagine an absurd scene of people in a bar all looking at handsets, at images of people whose actual bodies are only a few feet away; the social dysfunction of such a scene would not make for a good ad. Instead, the Nokia ad is predicated on a sense of savvy, exclusivity afforded to early adopters who are stereotypically portrayed as young, white men. In this particular case, early adoption of both the technology and a particular user practice that the technology can impart is depicted as enhancing male users’ cultural capital, and gaze, as adept practitioners of social and technologies competencies. These studs are flirting with their personal technology, entranced with its power, interface, and the sense of play enacted, even more than they are with the ladies. Not only does the device mediate a performance of masculinity and cultural/technological prowess, it also becomes a tool of social regulation within detailed practices of everyday life.

In many ads for mobiles, such as “The new babe alert,” MICTs are shown to grant agency within everyday life and postmodern culture, a culture that is increasingly inundated and obsessed with signs, particularly visual and multimedia representation. From Jameson (1991), who defined postmodernism as the “cultural logic of late capitalism,” and other scholars, postmodern culture is “the product of Western (post)industrial societies that have been moving towards post-Fordist arrangements of production,” where enlarged middle classes in most industrialized countries have the financial power and commodity desires necessary to fuel a rampant cycle of production and consumption (Kang, 1999, p. 23). Visual media have largely been the delivery service for the language of postmodern sensibility and its abstract play of signs (Leiss et al., 1990; Kang, 1999), while transnational media giants provide much of the content. Personalizable handsets like the 3510i are truly postmodern cultural technologies/commodities in that, like most other products, these handsets allow for performance through consumption in the form of purchase, ownership, and use, but they also allow for performance through bricolage display enabled by customizable features. Mobile identity companions seemingly allow for more flexibility and performative agency before the ever-present gaze of the Other. Mobile performances coalesce around the actual body in a more traditional sense than in computer terminal-mediated social interaction, and hence the body is subject to specific everyday disciplinary boundaries and gendered practices. In fact, the possibilities for postmodern subjectivity seem limited by what the 3510i interface says about identity, that ethnic, gender, and heteronormative stereotypes are paramount in bodily performances.

The concept of performance has for many years helped scholars to understand and study identity practices. The relationship established between the female surfer and the shark (as the Other and in this case the Male Gaze) in the 3510i interface acknowledges that, as Judith Butler argues, “the self only becomes a self on the condition that it has suffered a separation…a loss which is suspended and provisionally resolved through a melancholic incorporation of some ‘Other’…. The disruption of the Other at the heart of the self is the very condition of that self’s possibility.” Postmodern identity is perhaps fulfilled most completely by one’s ability and aptitude to express and

---

6 Many of the marketing representations that are deployed to narrativize MICTs as postmodern devices also use *postmodern advertising* techniques in their signifying strategies. Postmodern ads often deploy an intermingling of the real and the fictional; deconstruction of traditional sequential narrative; deconstruction of the concepts of time and space; convergence of artistic and multiple genre; gender ambiguity; modification of traditional camera movement; and random, obscure or non-sequitur cultural references (Kang, 1999).
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distinguish oneself to the Other through consumption, to present one’s consumption practices and actual possessions that express one’s identification with an assortment of items from the cultural banquet. Nokia’s downstream innovation in product design and marketing express a detailed knowledge and understanding of postmodern identity in this sense where mobiles are created as fashion and performance accessories to empower the individual in a culture obsessed with personal image.

Several marketing messages on Nokia.com portray mobile users of different shades-of-brown to associate commercial mobile devices with hipness and other supposed traits-of-blackness. Similarly, several Nokia.com texts associate the bodies of female models (portrayed as mobile users) with the sexy bodies and customizable features of specific handsets. Racist and sexist advertising practices have a lengthy history, but on Nokia.com, these stereotypical depictions are deproblematized through the invocation of individual choice and the identity flexibility/performance capabilities offered by customizable features of mobiles. The black female mobile user of the 3510i interface is able to choose safari prints to express her identity of the day not because she is black but because of the performance agency provided by her mobile handset. Cultural icons (e.g., erotic and urban motifs) can be selected by users when they want to represent aspects of their personal identity or by anyone who wants to perform what are seen as trends that may have cultural capital at any given time and place. Race, sexuality, and gender in this way become commodities to be adopted or discarded as a fashion accessory, depending on how individual users choose to navigate various social and cultural spaces via the agency supposedly afforded by mobile identity/bricolage companions. Or at least this is the promise and the preferred reading of these texts. But Nokia.com also demonstrates the limiting reality of mobile identity performance. By choosing to deploy stereotyped characters in their marketing representations, Nokia not only reminds us that the mobile world is not the Netizen’s cyberspace utopian myth of individual empowerment and horizontal communication via new media technologies, but that commercial mobile device are actually being developed as a technologies of cultural control and consumption in the guise of individual agency and choice.
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Nokia’s eye on Europe and cultural mobility. MICTs often remediate (Bolter and Grusin, 2000) older ICTs like the telephone, radio, television, and web. Hence, narratives of mobile privatization (Williams, R., 1992), or cultural mobility, promising that technologies can bring the images and information of the world to the individual, are common. Nokia.com’s interactive multimedia interface for the 7250 handset deploys postmodern advertising techniques to narrativize the corporation’s vision of what is perhaps its ideal European mobile user who has enhanced cultural mobility by way of accesses to a wide array of digital cultural objects via the handset. The interface has four main sections: Home (where visitors can view the corresponding television ad for the 7250), Phone (where the main features of the handset are described), City People (where the lives of four 7250 users are described), City Scenes (where visitors can look at pictures of European cities taken by the four featured users), and Wallpapers (where visitors can
download computer wallpapers/backgrounds based on the theme of the interface and its companion “Spotlight” movie). Clicking on City People causes new content to load in the center of the interface. A text blurb appears above this central content area, “Not for everyone? I’m not ‘everyone’!” When the content finishes loading, what appears is a “profile” of Marine Chaumien, a fashion editor from Paris. Marine is 29. She loves “[c]areer, the south of France, travel to new places, Sicily, Italian food, green tea, movies, friends and family!” She detests, “[o]il damage on the beaches, violence, and unconscious people.” Marine’s profile also reveals her favorite book, piece of clothing, and “personal objects:” her palm pilot and video camera. Viewers can also opt to see Marine’s “snapshot”, a short synopsis of her urban lifestyle. This summary of her life also contextualizes Marine’s elucidation for, “Why this phone’s for me.” In the snapshot, we learn that although her job is mired in the fast-paced, mercurial fashion world of Paris, her personal life is more tranquil. Not only does the 7250 fit well into both parts of her life but also into her refined sense of style: “The phone has a very aesthetic design based on simple lines, and is very small and light – so discrete! The Nokia 7250 is both my new professional ‘must-have’ tool, and my new toy. I love sending pictures to my boyfriend of places I wish he was there to share with me.”

Rather than being offered a headshot of Marine, as the interface’s remediation of character profiles in video games might suggest, we are only offered a picture of her eye. Next to this picture is Marine’s name above the names of three other designers from Western Europe—Tracey, Alessandro, and Saida. Rolling-over Tracy’s name with the mouse causes the picture of Marine’s eye to be switched out with what we are asked to assume is Tracy’s eye. This behavior can be repeated with the other names as well. Clicking on any of the names loads content specific to each of the featured 7250 users. Browsing through the profiles, we learn that all of these designers live in urban cultural centers of Europe (London, Milan, Barcelona), and they all use the 7250 in both their work and personal lives. They all seem to be true European citizens in love with the places, food, and culture of their cities and of Western Europe rather than of a particular nation. For example, Tracy Body, a fashion designer from London, professes a passion for living in the heart of London and for “eating in Florence.” All of these individuals are urban sophisticates who appreciate the 7250 for its modern design, and because it allows them to “explain things visually rather than verbally.”

Each of the four profiles available in City People contains a link to a corresponding exposure in the City Scenes section of the interface—a section that contains pictures supposedly taken by each character within the scope of their daily lives. “Marine’s Paris seen through the lens of her Nokia 7250 phone” consists of pictures and short text captions of fresh bread at her favorite grocery, an art exhibit, and her favorite cafes. Most of the City Scenes include some pictures of the designers themselves and of their friends as well. The users’ profiles and pictures help to establish a concrete lifestyle group – made all that more real through specific examples of users’ lives – to connect with the features and design of the 7250 handset. The profiles and pictures of the interface offer an exterior view of the content (artifacts, places, people) of these characters’ lives, which is complemented by other multimedia on the 7250 sub-site that narrativize interior subjectivities of mobile life through very abstract audiovisuals. We can more readily understand Marine’s “daydreams of the sea and blue skies of the south of France,” or Saida’s dancing “on the sand under the sun or the full moon” on the Castilian coast, via the audiovisual ambiance of the 7250 “Spotlight” movie, for example (click here to view a slide show of screen captures from the 7250 spotlight). The surreal Spotlight represents individual experiences of performativity in the mobile world, whereas the interface as a whole represents the
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7250 itself as a cultural artifact and its domain of action within the user’s everyday life and cultural diet; As web site visitor’s we can interact with fragments of the everyday life of the characters, navigating through images, text, buttons, and surfaces. We get to step into their shoes – or perhaps take on the role of one of their friends to whom they have sent images – by playing with the interface and seeing the pictures they have taken.

One of the most interesting elements of the 7250 interface is the use of eyes as icons representing each of the four users. Several sections of the interface feature pictures of one or more of a character’s eyes. Some of these eyes are navigation buttons that can be rolled over to find out whose eye it is and clicked on to retrieve more details on that character’s life. Rolling-over names in sequence reveals how different the four eyes are, highlighting the uniqueness of the individuals that the eye images are standing in for. The interface’s exaggerated use of eyes represents a technique of hypersignification. The advertising practice of decentering specific body parts emerged out of a “new realism” of postmodern advertising in the 1980s, treating “the part as an indicator of a subjectivity – the personality seems to express itself via the body part” (Goldman and Papson, 1994, p. 36). The highlighting of the unique aspects of each user portrays this handset as being personalizable to the differences in each person’s personalities and lifestyles. Yet in a way, this contradicts the sameness of the users’ lifestyles profiled by the interface. The characters of the interface are all young, active, progressive, artistic urban sophisticates. Perhaps above all they are European urbanites. They signify the ideal European mobile citizen of the overall worldview envisioned on Nokia.com. The mobile citizen is portrayed here as an enhanced (by mobile gadgets) consumer of culture (food, urban geography/places, shopping, art, etc.). They seek pleasure in everyday experiences, and their mobile technologies allow them to get the most out of life (i.e., the highest quality and quantity of experiences possible each day). Their love for Europe means a desire and enjoyment in consuming culture that traverses the local, regional, and international, the cultural banquet of consumer culture.

Undoubtedly, the people actually living in Western Europe encompass broad range of tastes. However, Nokia’s vision of a particular “European” lifestyle group in this and other representations highlights, (a) the fact that the company has extensive regional/multicultural marketing campaigns, (b) that this vision corresponds with the European Union as a political project that entails the creation of European identities and foremost European consumers, and (c) certain aspects of national identity are potential barriers to regional and transnational consumer identities. Nokia’s European stratagem is demonstrated, for example, by the company’s website for France (www.nokia.fr). Although the French language is used on this site, the content is otherwise almost totally the same as that on Nokia’s other country sites. The Nokia sites for the UK and Germany, for example, contain some unique narrative representations, but the content is still largely the same (e.g., an interactive multimedia interface on the German site has a different format than its counterpart on Nokia.com, but the visuals, especially the human characters, icons, and themes are the same). Nokia also broadcasts the same commercials throughout Europe, a practice used by many multinationals (click here to watch two commercials for the 3510i handset). Some commercials are dubbed into local languages, whereas others, especially those produced in English, are played without any alteration. Such strategies fit right in with Domzal and Kernan’s (1993) suggestions for multicultural advertising: if the central meaning can be derived from a wide range of people through the use of certain visual cues, then ads can
overcome language and cultural barriers. They see the increase of globalized cultural products and postmodernism’s focus on lifestyles, appeal to sense of self, the visual, etc., as producing a fertile climate for effective universal ads. These authors argue that multinational corporations increasingly need to transcend national marketing strategies, and they can do so through the universal language of postmodern advertising. General product categories like food and fashion are more successfully marketed through universal ads because such products appeal to the intimate human association and concern for the appearance of the body.

It is not surprising that a company like Nokia has created a vision of the ideal mobile user, which sees the mobile citizen as a cosmopolitan consumer who is not so much tied to local culture as they are interested in mobile presentation, bricolage and play. This vision of the mobile user turn citizen-consumer of a global information society can seemingly capitalize on perceived transnational cultural appeals and hence is proselytized within universal type ads. In the case of European markets, there are many common codes that pertain to consumer culture, globalized cultural products, and European identity, which Nokia adeptly encode into representations like the 7250 interface. This vision of the mobile European citizen where supranational identity is not in conflict with local identity in many ways overlaps and draws from other visions of the European citizen, in particular the vision developed over the last three decades by the European Commission, the policy branch of the European Union.

Although Nokia’s homogenous vision for the mobile world and its citizenry is perhaps most fully developed in its commercial representations, its vision for a “Mobile Information Society” is also clearly represented in the company’s policy documents. Since the 1980s Nokia and other Europe-based cellular companies of that period participated in the EC’s plans to develop a digital cellular standard that could uniformly cover all member states. By the 1990s, such policies grew into a more comprehensive plan for creating a “European Information Society.” The EC’s more recent policies for a networked “eEurope” recognize the need for local cultural representation, a fact that is somewhat acknowledged by the 7250 interface, but also diluted through its merging of Euro urban identities. In comparing these two visions of the mobile users, or citizens, of Europe, several significant similarities and differences are apparent. The Commission’s mobile policy texts are consistent in tone and motivation (first economic, and then cultural and humanitarian) with the twenty-year history of the EU’s information society agenda. Perhaps not surprisingly, commercial texts articulate more schizophrenic identities in their attempts to articulate a heterogeneous range of narratives that colonize understandings of the mobile world and its inhabitants. Both the EU’s and Nokia’s narratives envision the European citizen as a unit of consumption and labor. For the EU, this is important for the region’s economic success and wellbeing; for Nokia is it is important for its own success and wellbeing. Consumption and taste involve minute social negotiations and contingencies (Bourdieu, 1984). However, European citizenship and identity, as projects of the EU and especially the EC, do incorporate understandings of citizens as consumers of local, national,

---

7 Scholars (e.g., Domzal and Kernan, 1993, 1992; Firat, 1991, 1991a, 1992; Mick, 1988; Sherry, 1991) and professionals who advocate for the use of these techniques argue that signs can be extracted and played with in a way to convey basic meanings within representations that otherwise entertain via audiovisual montage and abstraction. Postmodern aesthetics are understood as a code system that the global post-war generation (those born to/within a increasingly global consumer society) “just understand;” national and local cultures, such advertising pundits argue, are obsolete and too detailed and complex to waste time on.

8 See for example Nokia’s Mobile Location Services Policy Document at: http://www.nokia.com/pc_files_wb2/mposition_mobile_location_services.pdf
regional and global products (including culture), and as laborers within the overall scheme of regional and global capitalism. Unlike Nokia, however, the EC also articulates other roles for the citizens in Europe and its member states, including “participation for all in the information society,” digitization of local cultures and languages, and as participants in democratic forms of government, decision making, and civil society. Nokia’s marketing efforts, on the other hand, envision hierarchies of devices and levels of participation/citizenship within everyday life. The attempts at universal advertising practices illustrate that actual designs and functionality of MICTs are influenced more so by the bottom-line mentality and strategies of multinational corporations than the cultural and communication needs and values of specific groups.

Figure 3. Part of an AT&T print advertisement. (Source: Wired Magazine, March, 2003).

Conclusion

The advertising representations analyzed above present narratives of life in the mobile world that are in fact rather limited, despite their promise of enhanced identity performance and cultural communication/access. In the first group, we see the remediation of gendered and racial stereotypes, which compromise notions of technological liberation, or at least enhance creative freedom. Such limited visions are in contrast to the identity-making practices that mobile phones have been brought into by teenagers and other groups. The second analysis highlighted Nokia’s vision of the technology-enhanced consumer of cultural experiences in a world without political difference. Cultural and social mobility in this case certainly entails opportunities for interaction with cultural objects, personal images and interpersonal communication, but the narrative and technological functionality obscure or ignore many cultural and communicative possibilities in favor of a seemingly complete postmodern global capitalist regime.

MICTs are so attractive to big business, because they offer new modes of colonization of people’s everyday life, extending the regulation of consumption on both a macro (ubiquitous) and micro (private life) scale. The two analyses above showed different types of mobile regulation, mediation of identity performances and mediation of cultural objects flowing to and from users, both of which work to make MICTs increasingly indispensable extensions of the human body. The classist nature of mobile narratives does not only exist in their commercial status; some people can, and others can’t, afford these bodily extensions, which are powerful
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even in their limited designs and narratives. As acknowledged in the AT&T ad shown in Figure 3, the quality and quantity of a user’s access to social and cultural spaces also depends on the level of mobile technology s/he has. This premise poses many challenges for equity and democracy in the actual mobile worlds in which people increasingly live. Do they have the best mobile devices with the most advanced and useful features and services? Do these features allow for creative control of cultural objects and collaborative group communication? Or are they mostly designed with economic value and logistics in mind? Do most users have the money to pay for access to social and cultural spaces whenever they want or need to? If mobile devices and ubiquitous technologies are to be mediators between individuals and their world, then such questions of access and quality have clear implications for citizenship in the mobile world.
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